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Last Autumn Lower Wharfe Canoe Club contact me
after reading online about the Paddlesport Leader
award. They thought it would be a great benchmark
for the members of the club who were keen to start
organising more opportunities to paddle for their club.
 
Over the winter I gave the club some guidance about
the award, what to expect and some stand-alone skills
(mainly rescue skills!) that they could develop. This
was supported by an informal training day (on
Coniston Water) for everyone in the club who had
considered at some point in the future taking on a
more formal leadership role. We based this day
around the British Canoeing Vision-Support-Challenge
leadership model and how we, as leaders, can change
our behaviours to enhance the trips we can take
people on.
 
Both Jim and Emma were ready to present for
assessment very quickly after this and we had a
fantastic day out in the Lake District. They were able
to really adapt their leadership style to meet the
needs of the team they were leading for the day
when taking into account the environment and
hazards on our journey (including a visit from a swan,
dodging a flotilla of sailing craft and some unplanned
scenarios…).
 
My ethos is to support paddlers until they feel ready
to present for any assessment. Here I was able to
remotely help develop some stand-alone skills, and
support their understanding of the award, remit and
resources prior to the assessment. This meant that
during the assessment day we were all aware of the
expected standard, and Jim and Emma could
demonstrate all of their skills and competencies. The
look of elation on Emma’s face when she knew
herself she had passed before I’d managed to let her
‘formally’ know was awesome to share!

Hear from Dan Wilkinson, Adventure Sports Coach, who's been
running the Paddlesport Leader Award

https://www.britishcanoeingawarding.org.uk/download/284/
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Hear from Jim, who's just become a Paddlesport Leader!

I came back to paddling towards the end of 2016 after a gap of over 20
years, predominantly to encourage my son to try a sport that kept him
fit, got him outdoors and most importantly, have fun! I wanted to be
able to have the confidence to help and paddle with him. I joined the
Lower Wharfe Canoe Club based in Tadcaster where I live. This
developed into me becoming an active member of the club, gaining
my 2 Star award, FSRT and becoming a member of the Canoe Polo
team, reminding me how much fun I used to have.
 
I became a Paddlesport Activity Assistant to help the coaches on the
river sections. I was quite keen to encourage the younger and new
paddlers to get out on the water as much as possible and rather than
just paddle the same stretch of water, I wanted to take small groups
on other rivers. With this in mind, after chatting to our training and
development coach and doing a little research on the British Canoeing
website, the Paddlesport Leader Award seemed perfect.
 
The training was undertaken with Dan Wilkinson Coaching in the Lake
District. Dan was great, put everyone at ease, was professional
throughout the course and is obviously a very experienced competent
paddler. He gave some coaching on the first day that has been
invaluable and then assessed us on the second day. A group of six of
us paddled along the shores of Windermere, then a short trip down
the River Leven, keeping within the remit of the Paddlesport Leader
Assessment. Dan asked pertinent questions throughout the trip, testing
my knowledge on everything from ensuring people were equipped
appropriately for the conditions, having the confidence to know
when and if a paddle should be cancelled or postponed due to
inclement weather conditions, the importance of having a back-up
plan, how to deal with emergencies and making sure everyone has a
good time. Although with any assessment, I was a little nervous to
start with, I soon forgot I was being assessed and just led the group.
 
Since the course I have led a couple of small groups on trips along the
river Ouse, organised and led an 8k trip on the River Esk terminating in
Whitby Harbour and I’m in the process of organising a trip on the Aire &
Calder Canal. I am keen to improve my skills all the time and will be
undertaking the WWSR in September, be assessed for leading from an
open boat and then work towards the Coach Award.
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Hear from Emma, who's just become a Paddlesport Leader!

18 months ago I was just stepping back into a kayak after a
hiatus of approximately 20 years. Not once did I think that just
over a year later I would be being assessed to be a Paddlesport
Leader. It was so far off my radar and I really didn’t think that my
paddling skills were good enough to ever start on the coaching
and leadership pathway. That’s more to do with confidence
issues that I’m working on after coming out of 13 years of
domestic abuse though. 
 
Paddling has been one of those things that’s just like an old
friend. It’s been great to get back into and the club I’ve returned
to is the one I paddled with years ago as a teenager, so it’s very
much like coming home to family. It’s been the perfect therapy
to help me heal from some pretty rubbish emotional and mental
abuse. 
 
Building that confidence back up and getting my water
confidence back has been such a huge thing for me. Through
those weeks of pool sessions and river sessions I’ve really fallen
back in love with paddling and also I’ve found that I love to help
others tackle aspects of paddling they’re struggling with. 
 
So when Mike - our Coaching Development Officer at the club -
suggested the new Paddlesport Leader Award would be a great
option for those who wanted to do it, to help improve the
amount of trips on offer for club members, I jumped at the
chance. Sometimes you’ve just got to push yourself slightly
out of your comfort zone and go for it!
 
I enjoyed the lead up to the course. I’d done my FSRT course
last year with Chris Brain which gave me a lot more confidence
with rescuing craft and paddlers and so that prepared me
greatly for the leadership assessment. He also took time to send
me info and answer questions to help me prepare for the
assessment beforehand which helped to allay my fears. In the 6
months before the assessment, Mike arranged for different
coaches (Sue Couling, Ann Mitchell and himself) to go out with
us and give us some hints and tips on leadership skills. These
sessions were so helpful as it meant we could practice
regularly and try different techniques. 
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Dan Wilkinson really kindly spoke to Mike to tell us to make sure we
were hot on our rescue skills as these are such a hugely important
part of leadership. So Jim  (my fellow student) and I set about
practicing our rescue skills on a weekly basis for about 8 weeks
before the assessment. This meant that we could nail our rescues
quickly and efficiently every time. It wasn’t uncommon to hear Mike
asking club members to paddle around the pool, capsize and shout
‘help me, I’ve fallen out of my kayak’ on a regular basis! We made
sure we were comfortable and confident rescuing all types of craft
before our weekend in the Lake District. 
 
It was decided that a day of training on the Saturday followed by the
assessment on the Sunday would be the best way to finish off our
training, as it meant Dan could add lots of other information and tips
beforehand. It was great to get to meet Dan before the assessment
as well which helped to put me at ease about the whole process. It
was also a great excuse for a weekend of paddling in the Lake
District with friends, who’d want to turn that one down? 
 
Dan Wilkinson was such a wonderful coach to work with. He was
calm, approachable, knowledgeable and friendly (and lots of fun!)
and really figured out our group very early on and made the whole
weekend very enjoyable. It meant that when it came to the
assessment, although I was nervous, I really felt that I was just out
for a paddle with a great group of people, which I was. 
 
By the end of the assessment I’d stopped worrying about whether
I’d pass or not as I’d had such a great time. Even the swim and self-
rescue I had to do didn’t dampen my spirits! To say I was over the
moon when Dan told me I had passed was an understatement. I may
have pounced on him and given him a big hug (sorry Dan!). 
 
I’m so excited, now as it means I can organise more sheltered
water paddles for the club which means we can get more
members out there exploring our amazing rivers and lakes. I’m
already planning more paddles in the Lakes and it’s resulted in other
members of the club asking if they can paddle Bala and Windermere
with me when I do the Three Lakes Challenge. This is exactly what I
wanted it for, to help inspire others to get out there and explore
more. 
 
My next challenge will be my Coach Award. I’m also planning to do
my Canoe Personal Performance Award in October and the SUP one
at some point next year, to give me the confidence to lead from any
craft and gain a better understanding of those crafts.


